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�The little dog understood perfectly and I began to have high hopes of her. I subsequently found out
that she had had a lot of trouble keeping Fred out of the local Conservative Club in Yorkshire, so the

speed with which Fred assessed the area�s pub situation was perhaps not surprising...�

A Girl Called Fred is a charming biography written by Roger Willgoose about his new-found love for a little Yorkshire
terrier that melted his heart. Acol, as she was originally known, had a reputation as a mischievous scallywag and
Roger was far from impressed when Jean�s aunt left the dog in their care. Persuaded by his wife�s pleading, they kept
the dog on one condition � that her name be changed to something with �dignity�. Her scruffy coat reminded Roger
of a well-known local eccentric, so the little Yorkshire terrier became known as Fred, and what blossomed between
Roger and Fred was an unforgettable relationship.

This adventurous tale chronicles the life of Fred as she brings love, companionship and joy, mixed with humour and
occasional sadness to the Willgoose family.

Roger, Jean and their son Stephen all have memorable moments with this delightful dog. Fred sometimes betrays her
ratting ancestry with the most unladylike assaults on various animals and anyone who stamps their feet � especially
eighteen-stone gentlemen! Her strength of character shows through when she struggles to recover from a near fatal
road accident. Did her tendency to be a rascal lead to this accident, or is there another reason? Roger�s quick-witted
humour and complete change of heart make this book an entertaining read. �Roger became totally committed to
this scruffy little one,� says Roger�s wife, Jean.

ROGER WILLGOOSE joined The Nottingham Evening Post in 1952 as a commercial artist. During National Service in the
RAF he learned photography and, on rejoining the paper, qualified as a press photographer. He continued at the paper
for the next 37 years. He married Jean in 1968 and their son, Stephen, was born in 1971. Roger spent most of his life in
Stapleford where he was an active member of the community. During his long career
he took many iconic photographs. Roger died in 2010. His manuscript was discovered
two years later and is now being published by his wife, Jean.
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THERE�S SOMETHING 
ABOUT FRED...

In A Girl Called Fred by Roger Willgoose, a female
Yorkshire terrier is thrust upon Roger and what

blossoms is an unforgettable relationship...
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